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Experience Real Mobility

Scanner

HaloRing™

The HaloRing is an all-in-one powerful Android scanner 
at yourfingertips. With its powerful processor, integrated 
connectivity,and high-resolution display, the HaloRing 
allows you to movefreely through your workflow. The 
enterprise browser lets youquickly deploy the HaloRing 
without the need for developing nativeapplications. 
Scale resources quickly through your workflow and
manage each device, real-time with Quantum IQ.
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ERGONOMIC DESIGN

The patent-pending design reduces fatigue and 
provides freedom of movement and user comfort no 
matter the hand size or if the operator is right- or left-
handed. A comfortable two-finger design improves 
balance while increasing productivity in scan-intensive 
applications with maximum versatility, comfort, 
functionality, and performance.

ENTERPRISE BROWSER

There is no need to write native applications, and 
developers can access the HaloRing features using 
available JavaScript APIs without the Android native 
platform's steep learning curve. 

DEVICE MANAGEMENT

Manage your growing fleet of devices with QuantumIQ. 
Streamline asset configuration initiated over-the-air, or 
benefit from a holistic view into the device's health and 
proactively take action to keep users productive. 
Understand your business with custom analytics 
reporting and measure the things that matter most to 
you.

FREEDOM

The HaloRing offers best-in-class ring scanner 
performance and is not tethered nor restricted to 
pairing with a nearby computer. Experience the 
freedom with the only ring scanner of its kind to 
have its own OS that can connect to your network 
and back office. No longer spatially limited by 
standards and is highly scalable to meet seasonal 
demand.

DESIGNED FOR PRODUCTIVITY

Hands-free 1D/2D scanning allows workers to use 
both hands to move packages, products, or materials. 
Maximize efficiency and productivity with the input 
navigation, selection, and confirmation using the 
rocker buttons.

ENTERPRISE READY

The rugged design offers more features and 
functionality than any other ring scanner on the 
market. Stringent drop specifications and a broad 
operating temperature range ensure reliable 
performance in the most extreme environments. A 
smart swappable battery, IP65 rating, and high 
visibility display makes the HaloRing the most 
advanced ring scanner available today.


